Reduced metabolism and turnover rates of rat brain dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin by chronic desipramine and zimelidine treatments.
As part of of an ongoing effort to compare changes in whole body turnover of catecholamines and serotonin in man with those induced by antidepressants in the rat brain, we have evaluated the chronic effects of desipramine (DMI) and zimelidine (ZMI) on brain catecholamines and serotonin in the rat. The amines and metabolites measured include norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA) and their metabolites, 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG), 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) and homovanillic acid (HVA). Three brain areas were analysed; the hypothalamus, caudate nucleus and frontal cortex. Chronic DMI and ZMI reduced hypothalamic MHPG and caudate nucleus DA metabolites, in particular HVA. Both drugs reduced NE and DA turnover rates (estimated after alpha-methyl-p-tyrosine injection) and the rate of MHPG formation in the hypothalamus (estimated after pargyline treatment). They did not change NE turnover rate, but reduced DA turnover rate and rate of HVA formation in the caudate nucleus. Chronic DMI but not ZMI reduced DOPAC rate of formation in the caudate nucleus. Apparently changes in DA turnover and metabolism produced by these antidepressants are better related to changes in HVA than DOPAC concentrations. Similar to their influence on hypothalamic and caudate nucleus catecholamines, both chronic DMI and ZMI produced changes in serotonin concentration in the caudate nucleus and frontal cortex serotonin that suggest a reduction in its turnover rate and metabolism. The reduction in NE turnover in hypothalamus is consistent with the effects of chronic DMI and ZMI on whole body NE turnover observed in man.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)